
The 10th Festival of Pacific Arts 
 American Samoa 

     
Film Festival Category 

 
INVITATION FOR SUBMISSIONS OF FILMS  

 
To:    Each country that indicated in the general 

questionnaire plans to participate in the film activities 
at the 10th Pacific Arts Festival. 

 
We respectfully request your submission of specifics 
on each film entry you plan showcasing at the 
Festival.  We are in the process of scheduling and  
inserting details or each film into the frameworks of 
the entire program.  The information we request for 
each film is very important.  Please use the following  
format for submission at your earliest convenience. 
 

Festival Date:  July 20, 2008 - August 2, 2008 
 
Festival Theme:  Su'iga'ula a le Atuvasa (Threading the Oceania 'Ula) 
 
Genre:   Interested in FEATURE, DOCUMENTARY, and      SHORT FILMS 
 
Submission Format: DVD 
              (NTSC) only 
    *No HD DVD or Blu-ray discs please 
 
    (DVDs & cases must be labeled with 
    film title, filmmaker name, phone & email) 
 
Submission Details: *Name of film 
    *Type of film (feature, documentary, or short film) 
    *Length of film 
    *Director 
    *Information on the film - (not more than 200 words)  
 
Submission Deadline: Friday, May 9, 2008 
    Friday, June 27, 2008 (Am. Samoa local filmmakers) 
 
Showing dates:  Wednesday, July 23, 2008 
    Friday, July 25, 2008 
    Monday, July 28, 2008 



    Wednesday, July 30, 2008 
 
Venue   * Rex Lee Auditorium (Utulei) 
    * ASCC (Malaeimi) 
 
Expected duration of participants' availability at the festival    

We highly recommend staying for the entire Festival 
event, but showing dates are listed.  Film titles and 
specifics on dates and venue for each respective film 
showing will be finalized and forwarded to each 
respective participant when we have complete list of 
films so we can fine-tune schedules. 

 
Discussion of screened film 

Filmmaker will have an opportunity to talk about film 
after screening and answer questions the audience 
may have regarding the film.     

 
Forum for Sharing  Filmmakers are asked to participate in Panel 

Discussions that will highlight issues on Pacific films 
and filmmaking.  Should a filmmaker wish to present 
on a specific topic informing and enhancing audiences 
of filmmakers and interested parties, please forward 
request to Nancy Tagaloa. 

 
Accommodations  Filmmakers are included in the delegations from 

their countries.  Accommodations have been 
allocated and are paid for by American Samoa unless 
the filmmaker wishes to make other arrangements 
with his/her country.   

 
For further questions  
Please contact Nancy Tagaloa at ntagaloa@mac.com or (684) 733-9660 
 
 
(Signed )  Film Committee 
 
     
 
 


